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Agenda

➔Recap some key ideas from Vicky's webinar

➔Video with an integrated-skills lesson

➔Wrap-up and share ideas

➔Video with a vocabulary lesson

➔Wrap-up and share ideas

➔Video with a grammar lesson

➔Wrap-up and share ideas

➔Review and summarise



Assisting cognition Providing cultural 
experiences 

Nurturing motivations 
and feelings Demonstration of skills

Jack Kuomi (2006) 

Functions of video use



Key stages in video use

post-viewing

while viewing

pre-viewing



1st Lesson plan principle

Expected outcome?

By the end of the lesson, my student will have...



Lower order thinking skills (LOTS)

Higher order thinking skills (HOTS)

Analyse

Apply

Understand

Remember

Decoding

author, design, construct,
develop, formulate, investigate

Use information 
to create something new

appraise, critique, defend, 
judge, select, support

Examine info and 
make judgements

compare, differentiate, examine, 
experiment, organise, question 

Draw connections among ideas 

demonstrate, execute, 
interpret, operate, solve, use

Use info in a new situation

classify, describe, discuss, 
explain, identify, select, translate

Explain ideas or concepts

define, duplicate, list, 
memorise, repeat, state

Recall specific facts and ideas

listen, read, view, watch
Process the sounds or letters 

into units of meaning

Evaluate

Create

Bloom’s reports the news is hot



Video: Puppy love in the time of Covid



Video: Puppy love in the time of Covid

Level: C1

Expected outcomes: By the end of the lesson, Ss will have …

➔ discussed the implications of adopting a stray dog during a pandemic. 

➔ given written advice to their best friend who wanted to adopt a stray dog.

Skills focus: Speaking, Listening & Writing ( integrated-skills lesson)



Stage 1 – pre-viewing 

Edited 
screenshot of 
the video 

Open-ended 
questions

Lead-in 1: To introduce the topic of the video



Open-ended 
questions 
encourage ss 
to share 
experience 
and opinions 
around the 
topic.

Stage 2 – pre-viewing  

Lead-in 2: To spark students' curiosity

➔How do people feel during the Covid-19 
pandemic? How do you feel?

➔What have you been doing to overcome the 
feeling of isolation? 

➔Why do people adopt stray dogs? 

➔Do you think adopting a stray dog during a 
pandemic is an act of selfishness or 
generosity? Why/ Why not?



Stage 3 – while viewing 

➔Elicit students’ general awareness about adopting 

stray dogs to fight loneliness during a pandemic.

➔Notice phrases from the video.

Watch the video for gist

which has more into their houses



Video: Puppy love in the time of Covid



Sensations 

English 

comprehension 

questions

Watch the video for details

Stage 4 – while viewing 



Stage 5 – post-viewing

Pronunciation work: To practise decoding skills 

“What’s the 
word you hear?” 
game 



Stage 6 – post-viewing

Your friend is considering adopting a stray dog.

Based on the video you've watched, give your friend some 

sound advice showing the implications of adopting a dog 

during a pandemic.

Productive skills: writing



Learners support each 

other with peer-correction

Teacher monitors and 

assists students

Productive skills: Peer-correction of writing task

Stage 7 – post-viewing 



Wrap-up

Stage 1 - Lead-in (pre-viewing) with visual aids
Stage 2 - Lead-in to set the context (questions)
Stage 3 - Watch the video for gist > identify 

phrases/ words they hear
Stage 4 - Watch the video for details > SE games
Stage 5 - Pronunciation work > SE game 

"What’s the word you hear?"
Stage 6 - Post-viewing - productive skills 

writing 
Stage 7 - Whole-class feedback / peer-feedback 

on writing

Lesson 
framework 

Integrated 
skills lesson



Your turn 

Time to reflect
1. Which activities would you do to 

introduce the topic (pre-viewing)?

2. How would you adapt this lesson 

framework to fast-finishers? 



Video: Offices left empty as 
New Yorkers work from home



Video: Offices left empty as 
New Yorkers work from home

Level: A2

Expected outcomes: By the end of the lesson, Ss will have …

➔ described and demonstrated their vocabulary knowledge. 

➔ practised vocabulary related to the video. 

Language focus: Vocabulary 



Stage 1 – pre-viewing  

Are you working from work or going to work?

Do you like working from home? Why or why not?

Are most people in your city working from home or going 

to work?

Why would some people prefer to work in their offices?

Lead-in 



Elicit what students know 

about the topic by 

brainstorming their 

existing vocabulary

Mind-map

Vocabulary work 1

Stage 2 – pre-viewing 



Stage 3 – while viewing 

Watch the video

Notice vocabulary from 

the pre-viewing mind map

Add vocabulary to the 

mind map as you watch



Video: New York offices left empty



Pair-work: Learners are given a passage of the narration 

and discuss the key words related to the topic

Stage 4 – while viewing 

Collaborative Vocabulary presentation

The streets of New York City are 
normally full of people but now they are 
almost empty. The pandemic has made 
New York into a very different place.
Most offices are closed because their 
workers can’t come to the city. They 
have to work from home. Lots of shops 
and restaurants are also closed.

Lots of office workers enjoy working 
from home. They find it more 
convenient. Experts think offices should 
change into places where people feel 
supported. They should be specially 
designed to be more creative places.

Pair 1 Pair 2 



Stage 5 – while viewing 

Vocabulary practice: pairwork

Discuss the 
news and key 
vocabulary.
Use the images 
to link to video



View the video twice for details

Notice new or unusual words and phrases

Collect useful phrases for discussing the situation

Stage 6 – while viewing 

Watch the video



Stage 6 – post-viewing 

Practice target vocabulary
Select 2 games

e.g. 2x 

Sensations 

English 

vocabulary 

games



Stage 7 – post-viewing

Speaking task
Pair work

Students report the 

news to their peers to 

recycle the vocabulary



Select some vocabulary 

errors

Elicit correction from 

learners

Recall the use in the report

Stage 8 – post-viewing 

Whole-group feedback



Stage 1 - Lead-in (pre-viewing)
Stage 2 - Brainstorm existing vocabulary 
Stage 3 - Watch the video 
Stage 4 - Collaborative vocab presentation pair 

work (noticing language)
Stage 5 - Vocabulary practice with visual aids
Stage 6 - Watch the video for details
Stage 7 - SE games to practice target vocabulary
Stage 8 - Speaking task - report news
Stage 9 - Whole group feedback

Lesson 
framework 

Vocabulary 
lesson

Wrap-up



Your turn 

Time to reflect
1. How would you present new video 

vocabulary to students?

2. Would you add or delete any stage 

proposed? Why?



Video: Thai plane cafés take off



Video: Thai plane cafés take off

Level: B1

Expected outcomes: By the end of the lesson, Ss will have …

➔ identified uses of the present perfect to describe recent events.

➔Used the present perfect to talk about recent events in their lives.

Language focus: Grammar - Present perfect for news; 

Defining and non-defining relative clauses



Raise interest 
by asking 
lower-order 
thinking 
questions

Lead-in: To encourage students' participation

➔Do you like going to cafés? Which ones?

➔What is the best café in your city? Why?

➔When was the last time you went to a 
café? What did you have?

➔When was the last time you flew? Where 
did you go?

Stage 1 – pre-viewing 



Play 10-15 seconds of the video with sound/subtitles off

Setting the context

OR: Display 5-6 
screenshots 
from the video 

Stage 2 – while viewing 



Share a paragraph from the video with the target language. 

Replace the target grammar with a gap fill. 

Play the video of that passage and gather feedback.

Grammar from video: guided discovery

Stage 3 – while viewing 

A retired aeroplane a “plane café” in the coastal city of 
Pattaya. Passengers’ boarding passes are scanned upon entry.



Video: Thai plane cafés take off 15



Contextualise the 

target grammar using 

the example from the 

video and other 

sentences. 

Support with 

timelines/drawings.

Language analysis: elicit, concept check questions 

Stage 4 – while viewing

➔Is the plane working now?
➔Was the plane working before?
➔Is the plane too old to be active?
➔Are the objects and seats in the 

plane the originals?
➔Did the airline change the 

original set up of the plane?



Play the video again (with subtitles on)

Ask students to notice and report more examples.

Students discuss the meanings of each chunk of 

language in pairs. 

Controlled practice 1: noticing language

Stage 5 – while viewing



e.g. choose 2 Sensation English games

Controlled practice 2: practice games

Stage 6 – post-viewing



Pair work/group work

Ss look for a similar strange news story in their L1/country.

Ss share explain their story to their partner(s)

Asynchronous option
Ss write a summary, record an audio or video using the 

target grammar

Stage 7 – post-viewing

Guided practice (can be an asynchronous option)



Stage 8 – post-viewing

Plenary

Pairs share their news with 

the whole class. 

Students who listen to each 

pair are encouraged to ask 

questions about the piece of 

news (opinion questions)



Elicit error correction using a whiteboard

Stage 9 – post-viewing

Whole-class feedback



Lesson 
framework 

Grammar
-based lesson

Wrap-up
Stage 1 - Lead-in with questions/pictures/quotes
Stage 2 - Setting the context
Stage 3 - Grammar presentation through video

/guided discovery > Play video
Stage 4 - Language analysis with CCQ questions/

timelines/cline
Stage 5 - Controlled practice 1 to notice 

language through video > Play video
Stage 6 - Controlled practice 2 (SE games)
Stage 7 - Guided practice in pairs/ groups
Stage 8 - Plenary
Stage 9 - Whole-group feedback



Your turn 

Time to reflect
1. In what other ways could students 

produce controlled practice of the 

target grammar? 

2. How would you adapt this lesson 

framework to your groups? 



Summary

The benefits of using video in synchronous lessons

The stages, procedures and reasons of using video 
in integrated skills, grammar and vocabulary lessons

Ways to adapt the lesson to your students

1

2

3



Thank you! Obrigada! 

https://www.freeed.com/users/20621

cicanobre
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